Students may not wear inappropriate clothing. Examples: biker shorts, spandex, backless apparel, see-through apparel, one shoulder shirts.

There should be NO SKIN revealed between the shirt and top of pants or skirts. Follow the Three B rule: No Boobs, No Butts, No bellies.

No sagging.

All shorts, skirts, and dresses must be of appropriate and modest length.

Students cannot wear garments with visual or written messages that display drugs, alcohol, tobacco, weapons, violence, vulgar or obscene language or images.

Shoes must be worn and not present a safety or health hazard. Wear appropriate shoes at all times.

You may wear hats, but may be asked to take them off in the buildings during sessions.

Please do not bring electronics (phones are ok), expensive jewelry, chains, or watches as TNOYS or Texas State or DFPS will not be responsible if lost or stolen.